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Welcome to the AMBayArea Summit 2018.
The Association of Manufacturers Bay Area (AMBayArea) Board of Directors and staff have planned a highly collaborative Summit
to provide you with a day of insightful speakers and valuable networking opportunities. It is our hope this event will afford industry
leaders a day to lean in with their peers on important issues to manufacturing in our region. We invite you to visit exhibitor booths,
enjoy our speakers, ask questions during breakout sessions and connect with fellow manufacturers during our hosted happy hour.

WHO WE ARE

CONNECT WITH US

AMBayArea is a trade group dedicated to addressing the daily
challenges that Bay Area manufacturers face. AMBayArea formed
in 2018 when East Bay Advanced Manufacturing Partnership
(EBAMP) joined with East Bay Manufacturing Group (EBMG) to
combine resources and focus efforts to ensure manufacturing
thrives in the Bay Area.

Find us on Twitter (@ambayarea) and LinkedIn
(@am_bayarea) to stay informed of upcoming events, programs and manufacturing news. Tag us in your Summit photos
and posts!
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@AMBayArea
#AMBayAreaSummit2018
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Schedule
AMBayArea Summit 2018
Thursday, May 24
Oakland Scottish Rite Center

11:00 a.m.

Registration | Exhibits | Networking

12:00 p.m.

Master of Ceremonies: Jose Corona | Lunch

12:15 p.m.

Keynote: Carolyn Lee, The Manufacturing Institute

1:00 p.m.

Breakout Sessions
3rd Floor

Supply Chain: What is Your Weakest Link?

3rd Floor

Implementing Lean: How to Avoid Failure

4th Floor

Tax Cuts & Jobs Act: Take Advantage Now

4th Floor

Collaborative Robots: Implementing New Technology

2:15 p.m.

Panel Discussion: Workforce Development

3:15 p.m.

Hosted Happy Hour | Exhibits | Networking

Tweet your Summit experience! #AMBayAreaSummit2018 @AMBayArea
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Speakers
Keynote: Carolyn Lee
Carolyn Lee is the Executive Director of The Manufacturing Institute. She
leads the Institute’s workforce development efforts to close the skills gap
and inspire Americans to enter the U.S. manufacturing workforce, focusing
on women, youth, and veterans. Carolyn will address the Institute’s
initiatives, national programs and best practices that are making a real
difference to increase the talent pipeline, and she will detail opportunities
available to Bay Area manufacturers.

@cleeNAM

Master of Ceremonies: Jose Corona
Jose Corona is the Director of Equity and Strategic Partnerships for the
Office of Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf. In this role, Jose serves as senior
advisor to the Mayor, with the responsibility of creating, coordinating,
and facilitating public, private and philanthropic partnerships that foster
equitable opportunities and benefits for the people of Oakland.

@jcorona44

Workforce Panel Discussion: Industry Leaders
Stephen Baiter, Executive Director for Oakland Workforce Development Board
Jon Fowkes, Co-Founder and Apprenticeship Development Lead, AMTAC, Inc.
Zeydi Gutierrez, Director of Business Operations for AB&I Foundry & AMBayArea Chair
Eduardo Nava, Manufacturing Technology Teacher at San Leandro High School
Mackenzie O’Brien, EBMUD Plant Maintenance Mechanic
Louis Quindlen, Department Chair of Machine Technology of Laney Community College
Mark Martin, Ph.D., Bay Area Community Colleges & AMBayArea Board Member – Moderator
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Breakout Sessions

Hannah Kain

Jarrett Warner, CPA

Supply Chain:
What is Your Weakest Link?

Tax Cuts & Jobs Act:
Take Advantage Now

Supply chains get increasingly complex, regulated,
data driven, international, customized, vulnerable and
time-critical. Get specific tools and answers to how
manufacturers can manage the risk and get the product
to their customers.

Tax reform made some big waves this year; in fact, the
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act is the largest tax overhaul to hit
the country in over three decades. Jarrett will share the
best ways manufacturers can take advantage of this
unprecedented legislation.

Hannah Kain is the CEO of ALOM, a global supply chain
company she founded in 1997 headquartered in Fremont.
Supply & Demand Chain Executive named her a 2018
Supply Chain Pro to Know and she won the 2017 Woman
of The Year in Manufacturing Gold Stevie Award.

Jarrett Warner is a Certified Public Accountant and Senior
Tax Manager at Sensiba San Filippo. Over the course
of his career he has specialized in advising closely
held businesses with tax consulting and compliance
services, with a focus on manufacturing and distribution
companies and their owners.

@HannahKain
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Industry Experts

Bill Browne

Raminder Sandhu

Implementing Lean:
How to Avoid Failure

Collaborative Robots:
Implementing New
Technology

Lean manufacturing has revolutionized the way that
many leading enterprises deliver products to their
customers and manage their supplier relationships. Lean
principles are simple in concept, but you have to have
commitment in place to make sure that you sustain the
improvements. Learn how to avoid the traps that cause
lean programs to become derailed.

Raminder will be joined by Craig Tomita of Universal
Robots to discuss the exciting technology of collaborative
robots, which do not require the assistance of a computer
programmer and can be applied to machine tending,
screw driving, drilling, soldering, welding, cutting and
more.

Bill Browne is Director of Operations & Economic
Development for Manex Consulting and achieved the Six
Sigma Master Black Belt (SSMBB) and Certified Design
for Six Sigma (CDFSS).

@ManexConsulting

Raminder Sandhu is the Advanced Robotics & Automation
Practice Lead at California Manufacturing Technology
Consulting (CMTC). Craig Tomita is with Universal Robots
USA, Inc. and has experience in factory automation,
robotics, and machine vision.

@CMTCSolutions | @Universal_Robot
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Growing Your Business
Is Our Business.
Whether you need a working capital line of credit based on
account receivable and inventory or term debt to support an
acquisition, expansion or buy a piece of equipment, Opus Bank
can help find the solution that’s right for your business.
–

Lines of Credit

–

Corporate Finance

–

Term Loans

–

Interest Rate Protection

–

Owner-Occupied Real Estate Loans

–

Foreign Exchange

–

Treasury Management & Payment

–

SBA Loans

Give us a call

855.678.7226
© Copyright 2018 Opus Bank, All Rights Reserved
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Resources
Direct vs. Indirect Distribution
By Jarrett Warner, CPA, Sensiba San Filippo
We are living in an age of convenience —a time where just about anything can be ordered online and delivered straight
to your doorstep. As more consumers choose the convenience of online outlets over instore retailers, manufacturers are
flocking toward selling their products on an easy-to-use online platform. Aside from ditching the storefront, there are some
important things to consider when moving your distribution to the internet.
While distribution channels have not largely changed over time, the demand of consumers to have fast and convenient
delivery has become the norm. Amazon.com and other online shopping outlets have become the choice for shoppers and
therefore therefore the necessity for companies to adapt. (continued online...)

Read the complete article: bit.ly/AMBayAreaSummitDistribution

Protectors of the Brand
By Hannah Kain, ALOM
In August of 2015, Chipotle was riding high. Perceived as a healthy food choice for its use of local, farm fresh ingredients,
the Mexican food chain was one of the three most respected limiited service restaurants in the world. Neither diners, who
flocked to its locations, nor investors, who drove the price of a single share of stock to more than $750, could seem to get
enough. Of course, that was before an outbreak of Norovirus in Simi Valley, Calif. that affected nearly 100 customers.
As if that was not enough, the California outbreak was followed by more outbreaks of food borne illnesses linked to Chipotle
locations in at least 12 states. The low point may have been reached in February 2016, when the chain temporarily closed all
of its locations to address the issue. (continued online...)

Read the complete article: bit.ly/AMBayAreaSummitSupply
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3 Reasons to Go Lean Today
By Bill Browne, Manex Consulting
Today’s customers are focused on cost, quality and delivery, which is why manufacturers should not wait one more day to
implement lean. Businesses who implement lean manufacturing typically experience:
1. Reduced Costs, Improved Quality — A bottom line improvement program, lean manufacturing is focused on removing
non-value added costs. These costs drive up the manufacturer’s price to the customer resulting in a loss of sales, as well as
affect the bottom line net profit since costs that cannot be passed on to the customer add to the bottom line. By focusing
on reducing this waste in operations, one will see dramatic improvements in business. (continued online...)

Read the complete article: bit.ly/AMBayAreaSummitLean

Robots, Cobots and Human Labor
By Craig Tomita, Universal Robots
Robots increasingly populate factories, warehouses and many other places of business where they share daily tasks with
human co-workers. While robots sometimes get good press for increasing productivity, they are often directly accused of
“stealing” jobs from human workers.
But what exactly is the relationship between robots – in particular, the collaborative robots (or “cobots”) – and human
labor? To really understand it and answer the accusations being leveled at robots today, we need to first understand that
cobots are designed not to replace human workers, but to work right alongside and assist humans – whereas traditional
industrial robots, which have already been used in many industries for 50 years or more, really are designed to replace
human workers. (continued online...)

Read the complete article: bit.ly/AMBayAreaSummitRobotics
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